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CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE FOR ROUGH RICE. WHEAT 
COMPLEX CONTINUES TO FALL. 

Posted on 6/4/2014 6:05:50 AM 

Higher for soybean oil while lower for oats, soybeans, soybean meal, corn, rough rice, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and Chicago wheat. The world supply of wheat remains large while the wheat complex 
continues to plummet with Minneapolis closing down 16 out of its last 18 sessions, KC 16 out of its last 19 
sessions and Chicago 18 out of its last 19 sessions all making their worst lows and closes 
since early March for the former two and late February for the latter also. I continue to feel that it was a 
gift for farmers to sell wheat at their May highs and still are for corn, beans and meal. None have held 
critical price areas mentioned before (700, 720 and 660).The Minneapolis/ KC spreads continue to favor 
KC and actually came close to giving me a buy signal but then fell back, that was not good price action 
when it happened. CALL ME FOR DETAILS!  I need to see the July contract close above a negative 
15 before I get serious about possibly putting them on. I WOULD SERIOUSLY CONSIDER TALKING TO 
OUR HEDGE DIVISION AND FOLLOW THEIR DAILY HEDGE LETTER IF YOU WANT TO PROTECT 
YOURSELF. Oats settled 12 cents lower and now are in a good looking support area. Closing over 370 
basis the July contract was huge for me since we could now possibly see a rally up to the 400 area again. 
Support bottoms out around 427. Rough rice made another new CONTRACT LOW AND CLOSE showing 
little signs of letting up. Tremendous resistance overhead tops out around 1570. Corn just keeps falling 
overall making its worst low and close since the middle of February. Very good resistance goes from 480 
up to 495 and then 500 to 520 and while corn is now in strong support that begins around 450. I feel the 
520 area is key on the upside. The beans and meal settled lower while oil higher which hasn't happened 
that way much lately. Good support remains just underneath for the beans and meal while the meal could 
also be in a possible small BULL PENNANT. Meal/oil spreading continues to favor meal overall and could 
also be in a possible BULL PENNANT. Meal is usually stronger than oil in uptrends and weaker than oil in 
downtrends but not always. Still, this is a good spread to watch, along with open interest, when deciding 
the direction of the beans. Oil continues to look weak overall with its worst low since January 31st but did 
rally to close higher in reversal type action. BUY SIGNAL FOR OATS. SELL SIGNALS FOR CHICAGO 
WHEAT, CORN, ROUGH RICE AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, 
quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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